
 
Sirens Swimming School 
 

 
 
 
Dear Parent/Guardian,  
 
 

 
Welcome to Sirens Swimming School. We are thrilled to have your child, or children, forming part of our swim 
school family and look forward to watching their swimming skills, confidence in the water, and enjoyment of the 
sport develop and grow. It is our goal to make sure that you are satisfied with this swimming experience and that 
your children are smiling after every lesson.  
 
At Sirens Swimming School we can assure you that your children will be taught/coached by dedicated and 
experienced coaches who have all undergone a specific teaching and coaching swimming course. Moreover the 
small groups that we offer at Sirens will ensure adequate attention to each and every child. At Sirens we believe 
that communication between coaches and parents is very important, so do feel free to speak me or any of the 
other coaches about your child's progress throughout the course. 
 
During the D group lessons coaches will be focusing on: teaching the children to put their face underwater, kicking 
feet, arm strokes, blowing bubbles, back float, and learning to enjoy the water through games. These lessons are 
designed for children to learn to swim unaided and gain confidence in the water. If your child still uses armbands it 
is advisable to bring them along until instructed not to.  
 
During the C group lessons coaches will be focusing on: further improving basic buoyancy and confidence in the 
water, as well as introducing basic swimming skills and stroke technique so that children will learn how to swim 
with their face in the water. A number of water games will also be included to conclude the lesson. 
 
During the B group lessons coaches will be focusing on: guiding swimmers towards building a solid swimming 
foundation whilst having FUN by gradually introducing three of the swimming strokes (freestyle, backstroke and 
breaststroke) and working on technique through specific drills.  
 
During the A group lessons coaches will be focusing on: further improving the technique of the three strokes as 
well as the fourth swimming stroke- butterfly. This Group is designed to help young swimmers develop a solid base 
for competitive swimming. Stroke technique, training skills, dives, and turns will be the emphasis of the coaches. 
Any of the swimmers in this group who show steady improvement, dedication and the necessary skills will be given 
the opportunity to be promoted to the AA group. 
 
During the AA group lessons the coach will be focusing on: further improving technique and endurance levels. This 
program will consist of 5 water based sessions a week as well as land training sessions twice a week (before the 
swim sessions). Swimmers must demonstrate a positive attitude and be dedicated towards training and 
competitions. 
 
PLEASE NOTE that on the Monday 19

th
 July, Tuesday 20

th
 July, Tuesday 27

th
 July, Tuesday 3

rd
 August, Monday 9

th
 

August, Thursday 12
th

 August, Monday 16
th

 August and Thursday 19
th

 August afternoon lessons will be moved 
forward by an hour due to waterpolo matches. Therefore lessons starting at 16:30 will start at 15:30 and lessons 
starting at 17:30 will start at 16:30. 
 
 

 



Here are a few helpful tips when taking a swim lesson course: 
 

 Children forming part of groups AA, A, B, C will need to wear goggles and a cap (for girls). The water of the 

pool is salt water so we strongly suggest that goggles are worn to avoid eye irritation. 

 

 Children in Groups AA, A, B, C are required to bring with them a float (kick board) preferably foam not 

plastic. Groups AA, A, B will also need flippers (small ones) and the AA group will also need a pull buoy 

and hand paddles. 

 

 Boys should come to lessons in triangle swimsuits or fitted shorts to avoid extra resistance during the 

lessons and girls preferably come in one piece suits especially in the more advanced groups. 

 

  It is recommended that all AA, A, B group swimmers bring a bottle of water to every lesson. It is of 

utmost importance for the children to keep hydrated during exercise.  

 

 Sun block should be applied at home prior to coming to the lesson so as not waste any lesson time. 

 

 Parents who are non members are requested to stay on the stands or next to the bar area during the 

lessons and members are kindly asked not to interfere or communicate with their children during the 

lessons. 

 

 Restrooms: If your child (groups D and C) needs to use the restroom, they will be accompanied by one of 
the helpers. We recommend children use the restrooms before the lesson. 

 

 Parents can collect their children from the pool deck after the lesson. 
 

 May we remind you that the coaches will be responsible for the children during the 1 hr lesson and not 
before or after and therefore parents are advised to be one time when picking up their children.  
 

 Parents are strongly advised to stick to the group, days and times that their children were allocated to in 
this way children will always have the same coach, which is essential for effective progress and gaining 
confidence.  

 
 
Should you require any additional information or in the case of any queries do not hesitate to contact me on 
davmangion@gmail.com or 99805080. 
 
We look forward to seeing you all soon. 
 
 
Davina Mangion 
Head Coach 
Sirens Swimming School 

mailto:davmangion@gmail.com

